Granite Mt Fatality, 3-22-14
Time and Date: 4:36 PM, 3-22-14
Location: Granite Mt, Snoqualmie Pass area
Number in Party: 2 skiers, 1 dog
Number caught: 1 skier, 1 dog, skier was completely buried
Number killed: 1 skier
Start Zone Elevation: 5000 ft
Start Zone Aspect: SSE
Average Start Zone Slope Angle: 40-45 deg
Location of Crown Face: Below ridge
Location of subject relative to Start Zone: Below
Avalanche type: Soft wind slab in start zone, wet avalanche lower down in track
Sliding surface: New/Old
Size: D3.5/R3.5
Avalanche Track: Confined, then gully
Trigger: Skier (AS)
Width of fracture: rough estimate of 300-450 ft
Height of Crown Face: Unknown, one estimate of at least 2 feet for each crown
Vertical Fall: 2600 ft
Runout: Drainage gully and terrain trap
Debris depth and characteristics: 6-8', although victim found under 15' which included older
debris and, hard blocks. Snow moisture: wet
First Report: 911 called by party of two lower on Granite at 4:41 PM
Recovery: On 3-23-14, victim located and flagged at 2382 ft at 0735 am by BARK dog Jett and
handler Kevin Huggett. Victim found at flagged location by Bram Thrift at 800 am.
Avalanche safety gear carried by party (transceiver, shovel, probe, etc): Both skiers carried
transceivers, shovels, probes, radios, 1 AvaLung by victim, 1 SPOT InReach survivor.
NWAC Forecast zone: Snoqualmie Pass area
NWAC Avalanche Danger Rating in effect for start zone (near/above treeline): Moderate
Comments from NWAC (Dennis D'Amico)
Late Saturday afternoon during the first weekend in spring two skiers and a dog descending the
looker's left or west avalanche path on the south side of Granite Mt (visible from I-90) were
involved in a slab avalanche that sympathetically triggered a second slab avalanche closer to the
ridgeline. During the week prior to the accident, two separate storms affected the area; the first
brought 14 inches of snow through Monday morning the 17th, the other 16 inches by early
Thursday morning of the 20th measured at the NWAC station at the top of Alpental. Snowfall
amounts were roughly half of those amounts at the Alpental base. The slope involved would
have been wind loaded from the previous storms.
After reviewing the avalanche photos and talking with local Snoqualmie area avalanche
professionals, we believe that the bonds between the most recent storm layers were weakened by
strong solar input Saturday with potential melt water in the upper snowpack during the afternoon
hours on the solar slope that released. The avalanche characteristics detailed above were gathered
from 3 different local avalanche professionals on-scene following the avalanche.
We don't believe the upper snowpack structure that led to this accident were common throughout
the west slopes of the Cascades during this time period. Similar slab avalanches natural or
human triggered were not reported immediately prior or after this accident in the area. The
avalanche forecast was updated early Sunday morning to include details of the accident, however
the avalanche danger rating was not changed from Moderate for the Snoqualmie Pass area. The
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the avalanche danger rating was not changed from Moderate for the Snoqualmie Pass area. The
forecast in effect and relevant weather data is attached at the end.
This is unfortunately the same path that a climber triggered an avalanche and resulted in a
fatality in mid-April of 2013.
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Interview with survivor, name withheld upon request
Interview conducted by Tighe Stoyanoff, WSDOT avalanche control technician on-scene of the accident

Skier 1(victim), Jackson(dog) and Skier 2(survivor) left the Granite Mountain trailhead between
11-11:30 am with the objective of reaching the lookout and skiing down. The NWAC avalanche
forecast was consulted. It was Skier 2's first time up Granite Mountain in the winter, but he had
previous experience in summer conditions, but not all the way to the summit. Skier 1's
experience on Granite is unknown. The last time Skier 2 was skiing at Snoqualmie Pass was over
1 month prior to the accident, Skier 1 had been 2-3 weeks prior on Kendall Peak somewhere.
Skier 1 had just returned home from a family ski trip to Lake Tahoe.
They started out in running shoes and hiked the main summer trail until they found enough snow
to start skinning up the climbers left side of the main slide path above the waterfall. The
climbing route taken was mostly near the trim line on the climbers left. Just above where the
summer trail crosses the West path they decided to cross to the climbers right toward the tree
island separating the West and Center paths. Skier 2 and Skier 1 thought that tree island might
make a good assent route but after a couple of switchbacks the trees thinned out, they changed
their minds and crossed back over to the climbers left side of the West path. (Skier 1 would
eventually trigger that path about 1.5 hours later about 1000 feet above them) Incidentally on the
way back over to the climbers Left (approx. 15:15) they could see a group of three snowshoers
plus two other people above them high in the rocks. They felt it was later in the day than they
would of liked, and that the ascent took longer than intended. The ridge was slow, hard and
steep; hard to edge. They booted the west side of ridge and the snow became fluffy and cold
near the top in places. After 15-20 minutes for lunch, and some scoping they discussed the
avalanche forecast, wet slabs, sunny slopes and were comfortable with how hard the snow was.
They chose terrain they knew(south face), but contemplated the west face of Granite Near the
top of the ridge Skier 2 poked at the snow with his probe pole and found nothing of note. Some
wind effect was observed but the turns were good. Surface crust was observed in places coming
off the lookout ridge. They leap-frogged down the south side of the ridge, stopping and
switching places approximately 50-75 yards apart. Skier 1 was going fast; he stopped leap
frogging and turned into the Bowl (West Path). Skier 1 was in front of Skier 2, downhill to his
11:00, Skier 2 thought Skier 1 was trying to poke a little deeper, then cross back to the ridge.
Skier 2 stopped on the ridge and watched the lower fracture line happen first, thought “he’s
done” right away. Jackson was maybe 2 feet behind Skier 1 and below the initial lower fracture
as well. The initial fracture was the observable lower fracture line, and it fractured above them.
Skier 1 skied for a short time before falling, as he was falling the top fracture propagated. The
last sight of Skier 1, left ski pole up, leaning skiers right, perhaps turning right to get off the
slide, just west of the small tree island in the top center of the West path. Skier 2 had to gun it
skiers right to not be carried into the path by the secondary higher release. Skier 2 called Skier 1
two to three times on the radio, hit the SOS on the SPOT, then began the decent (not necessarily
in that order). Skier 2 side slipped down the path moving back and forth the best he could while
doing a beacon search. Not too far above where he met us, Skier 2 put his skis on his pack since
he was unable to ski the debris (bed surface was icy and noisy) and found one of Skier 1's skis.
Skier 2 canceled the SOS when he heard that I had already called 911 and help was on the way.
I found his composure fairly stellar for just watching what had happened to his best friend.
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Avalanche and Recovery notes by Bram Thrift (Alpental Patrol) and
Kevin Huggett (Alpental Patrol/BARK handler)
Comments by Bram Thrift
The lower portion of the path was fairly melted out at the time of the slide. With the majority of
the snow at that elevation being patchy old avalanche debris (from earlier in the winter) in the
very center of the path and the margins fairly bare. The victim was eventually swept off a
waterfall and forced into a hole under the old debris, ending up wedged between the creek and
the old debris and then filled back in by the debris from his slide. Do to the hummocky nature of
the terrain, varying depth of old debris, and the varying depth of new debris the victim was
buried at least 6-8’ and in excess of 15’ at the deepest point.
The victim was wearing an older Orthovox M2 transceiver; however, the strap that goes around
the torso and functions as the on/off switch and send/transmit switch was unplugged from the
on/off side of the unit. Looking closely at the connect it appears as if the unit was forcibly
unplugged during the avalanche. We did a function test in the parking lot and the transceiver was
able to transmit a good signal out to ~50m. There appeared to be some damage to the
volume/distance dial and the unit would only receive another unit with in ~5m..
The avalanche released as a fairly large slab but eventual turned into a wet loose around 4000’,
entraining lots of snow from the track and becoming very destructive. The deceleration waves of
debris made travel extremely difficult but were impressive from a flow dynamics standpoint.
The debris also had a decent amount of dirt, rocks, and broken pieces of small trees and brush
mixed in as well. The debris at this elevation was extremely wet, refreezing overnight, into hard
pieces ranging in size from basketballs to household appliances, again making it difficult to not
only travel but to also locate and extricate the victim.

Comments by Kevin Huggett
The Avalanche occurred Saturday, 3-22-14 at approximately 1632 hours. Alpental BARK
Teams with 2 dogs and 6 people arrived on scene at approximately 1742 hours. There were 2
other King County SAR teams already in the field.
We headed up the Granite Mountain Trail. At the major switch back at 2200ft, we noticed new
debris about 100ft above the switchback forming the toe of the avalanche. We talked to the
teams in the field and asked if anyone had searched the toe. They said “no, they hadn’t.” BARK
team Huggett/Jett(dog) and 2 other BARK members used the dog and their transceivers to search
up to approximately the 2500 ft elevation. Brett Wozow located a ski pole at 2407 ft. We were
also getting sporadic transceiver signals in this area, but the signal was not consistent enough to
follow. Jett also indicated interest in an area off the side of the path where water was flowing
out. We pulled out with lack of daylight and with no definitive results.
After discussion with the SAR Coordinator, it was decided to meet back at the trailhead at first
light to resume the search. We arrived at the trailhead at 0500 hours. We had 2 dogs and 4
people from BARK entering the field with 4 people from King County SAR. Two King County
SAR members went in high to set up safety, while 2 others went across the freeway for better
visibility of the avalanche path for our safety as well. BARK members started up the trail at
0525 hours and arrived at the 2200 foot switchback at 0621 hours. Ron Linde, K9 Etta and Pete
Severtson continued up the trail to search the upper part of the chute where Jackson, the dog, was
located. Myself, Jett and Bram Thrift waited for light and for the safeties to get into position. At
0655 hours we headed onto the toe of the avalanche and worked up the hill. At 0735hours, Jett
had a lot of interest in a 4 foot area at 2382 feet, so I marked it on my GPS, flagged it and asked
Thrift to probe the area while I continued searching. He did and while probing found a void in
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Thrift to probe the area while I continued searching. He did and while probing found a void in
the snowpack. At approximately 0800 hrs, Thrift shoveled to the void and looked in with
headlamp. He saw the subject’s arm exposed in the void. We called in to base that we had
located subject and asked for the other BARK team and additional manpower and equipment to
dig him out. We packaged the subject and King County SAR members evacuated him to waiting
transport.
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Photos are from Tighe Stoyanoff and Jason Skipper. Captions are from Tighe Stoyanoff.
Granite Mountain

group of three and two snow shoeing above
them

Approximate ascent route

crossed back to the climbers left
easy skinning climbers left of
bowl
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Approximate ascent route

Skier 2 location during first fracture

Jackson (dog) 2ft
behind Skier 1
Skier 2 gets off secondary slab

Skier 1’s approx location when lower slab triggered
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Witness 1 and 2 at the time of the
avalanche
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Debris flowed past this location approximately 30 to 50 feet tall in the first
wave. Most of the flow was air born due to the small break over directly
uphill from us.

The debris was still moving and we saw “Jackson” the dog in the debris not far below us.
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Another view looking uphill showing the two fracture lines and the
approximate location of Skier 1 when the first slab was triggered

This drainage on the way up was completely filled with recent
slide debris

On the way back down it had been gouged to mineral soil in
many places taking most of that old slide debris with it.
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View looking down from above the water fall

Toe of fresh debris

Toe of old debris
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09:00 on the 22nd

12:30 on the 23rd

The morning of the avalanche showing recent significant
The next day following the avalanche showing the debris out of
debris( within the last 5 to 7 days) coming out of the West and the West path mostly confined to the natural watercourse, but
Center paths and reaching past the waterfall.
an expanded debris field around the waterfall area
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